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A caravan made up of around 50 cars traveled 15 miles through major avenues in
the city of Miami, where most of the members of the Cuban community live.

 The coalition Alianza Martiana organized this event against the blockade for
second time this year. According to a statement broadcasted by Radio Miami, the
cars had their lights on with Cuban and American flags being waved, and people
carried posters denouncing the economical siege suffered by Cuba.

The participants in the caravan demanded the continuation of the thawing of
relations with Cuba, the immediate end of the economic, commercial, and
financial war that for more than fifty years Washington has imposed to the Cuban
people and the total travel freedom for American citizens.

Some of the participants commented to the local media that they witnessed the
support of other people who backed them in their own cars.

Again in Miami, a caravan of cars turns to be a categorical rejection to the U.S.
ambitions to undermine Cuba with the tightening of the blockade.

This time there was a strong denounce of the Cuban community to the U.S. policy
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towards Cuba announced by U.S. President Donald Trump in recent days.

The head of state should listen to the claims of thousand Cubans living in Miami
and other U.S. cities. These people call for the normalization of the bilateral
relations, which certainly favors both countries.

Donald Trump’s change in the policy towards Cuba is, no doubt, a setback
between the two countries. However, let me make it clear, Trump is being
exclusively advised by a small group of people who do not represent the vast
majority of the American public opinion.

In such scenario, we hope this caravan demanding the end of the blockade in
Miami may pave the way for other actions taken in South Florida to show solidarity
and support to the Cuban sovereignty.

Translated by Sergio A. Paneque Diaz / Cubasi Translation Staff
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